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Expert Predicts Plant-Driven Couture at the Chelsea Flower Show 2013
LONDON, April 1st, 2013 -. We’ve been privileged to get an exclusive insight into the trend for this
year’s RHS Chelsea Flower Show
(http://www.my-garden-school.com/the-chelsea-flower-show-2013-world-exclusive-an-expert-predicts-plant-driven-couture/).
In this one-off, world exclusive video
(http://www.my-garden-school.com/the-chelsea-flower-show-2013-world-exclusive-an-expert-predicts-plant-driven-couture/),
Andy McIndoe (Chelsea Flower Show multiple gold medal winner) shares his top tips on this year’s major
Chelsea trend – dressing to match your plants. Andy ably articulates in this one-off sneak preview,
how this year’s ‘horti’ fashionista crowd will be co-ordinating their robes with their roses.

PLANT-DRIVEN COUTURE AT THE CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW 2013 During the sneak preview, Andy deftly demonstrates a complex colour combination, using multiple plants to
match his carefully selected ‘risky scarf’. Throughout history, fashion and horticulture have always
been close relatives. It seems that this relationship is sure to be ringing true more than ever at this
year’s gardening equivalent of London Fashion Week – The 2013 Chelsea Flower Show.
This is As of yet unconfirmed, but we’ve even heard panic talk of some trend-setters looking to match
their hair-colour with their plants for]the 2013 Chelsea Flower Show. So whether you decide to go for a
more subtle floaty combination or a striking architectural theme as your fashion statement, we look
forward to seeing those plant-outfit harmonies being put into practice during the course of this year’s
Chelsea Flower Show week. And don’t forget to tell us about your plant-themed outfit plans in the
comments on the mygardenschool blog (http://www.my-garden-school.com/blog)
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